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Derek Robinson and Peter Johnson Join U Waterloo’s Department of Geography and
Environmental Management: Derek Robinson completed a PhD at the University of Michigan, and
was a post-doctoral fellow at the University of Edinburgh before coming to Waterloo. Derek’s research
interests focus on land use, land management, and the carbon cycle. Derek uses agent-based
modelling as an approach to integrate GIS, ecological, and human decision-making models to evaluate
the socioeconomic contexts and policy scenarios that influence changes to land use and land cover,
ecological function and the provision of ecosystem services, and human well-being. Peter Johnson
arrived after completing his PhD and post-doctoral studies at McGill University. Peter’s research
focuses on the development and evaluation of several geospatial technologies, including agent-based
models,geographic information systems, and the Geospatial Web 2.0 to determine how they can be
used to facilitate better planning decisions. Peter is interested in how these tools are used by different
types of people.UW News
UBC’s Karen Baker Warns of Threats to Global Water Supply: Four of every five people on the
planet faces a high-level risk to their potable water supply, threatening their health, livelihoods and
national security, writes Karen Bakker, a geographer at the University of British Columbia. Bakker cites
climate change, population growth, contamination, terrorism and agricultural water demands as issues
that pose a threat to water security and water-related biodiversity across the globe. Bakker notes an
increasing concern in the global issue, but says the majority of academic research on water security is
poorly integrated with the needs of policy-makers and practitioners. “Significant changes to funding,
education, research frameworks and academic incentive structures are required if researchers are to
make more substantive contributions to addressing the global water crisis,” she writes. UBC Arts Wire
U Guelph’s Alice Hovorka Brings Residential Field Course Experience to Class: Being immersed
in a faraway place can be full of intrigue and excitement for students enrolled in field courses. But is it
essential for learning? University of Guelph Geography Prof. Alice Hovorka has designed a third-year
geography course that reimagines the location of the “field” being studied. “Using the classroom and
‘everyday life’ as an entry point for field research is allowing students to create meaning and construct
knowledge about the world for themselves,” she says. The course, Gender and the Environment,
emphasizes issues such as gender representation and roles closer to home. Hovorka hopes that her
classroom-based course will help open up teaching possibilities for geography instructors looking to
enhance classrooms by integrating geographical concepts and approaches into the field of everyday
life as legitimate points for research and study. It may also provide avenues for experiential learning
beyond residential field courses, which are increasingly challenged by funding and resource issues.
“The field is really more than some exotic place,” says Hovorka. “It is everywhere and students can use
any place to create meaning in the same way that they would in a field course.” UG Research Assets
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Other “Geographical” News
Old Maps Online: The title of this website is most accurate: it is a collection of thousands
of old maps. They are wonderful. The portal was created as part of a collaboration between the Great
Britain Historical GIS Project, based at the University of Portsmouth, and Klokan Technologies GmbH,
based in Switzerland. First-time visitors will note the site draws on GPS technology and other placebased location services to pull up local maps of interest. For example, if one is in Victoria, dozens of
maps of the nearby area will appear on the right-hand side of the interface screen. You can click on
each map or move to another part of the world for more maps. On the top of the interface, you will see
a timeline that ranges from 1000 CE to the present day. You can use this timeline to look for historical
maps from a set period of time. Old Maps Online
The Geography of Craft Beer: The number of breweries in America is increasing dramatically,
according to the Brewer's Association, a trade organization — just take a glance at this nifty chart on
their website — and 350 more were added between June and the same time last year. Among these
breweries, 97 percent are "craft brewers" — meaning they are relatively low-production, independently
owned, and "interpret historic styles with unique twists and develop new styles that have no precedent."
Atlantic Cities' fellow Sara Johnson tracked down the most current brewery figures (through the end of
2011) by state from the Brewer's Association, and the Martin Prosperity Institute's Zara Matheson
mapped them. Atlantic Cities
The Geography of Potato Chips: Regional and sometimes local preferences for different calibers of
crunch, thickness, seasonings and endless other elements have created a surprisingly diverse culinary
patchwork of potato chip styles. Despite mass production and national marketing, regional and local
tastes survive. As a result, the nation’s largest chip manufacturer has added more varieties over the
last decade. Las Vegas Sun
A History of the World in Twelve Maps by Jerry Brotton: Rare is a representation of the earth's
geography so accurate and neutral that it brings with it no baggage at all. What is true of a photograph
tends to be even more so of one composed by human hand. "A map," as Jerry Brotton observes in his
fascinating and panoramic new history of the cartographer's art, "always manages the reality it tries to
show". It is the truth of this observation that enables him to trace, in the way that rivers, mountains and
seas have been drawn in various cultures and periods, the contours of human self-awareness as well.
Peaks and troughs; disinterest and prejudice; pin-point accuracy and whole realms of experience
imagined as the haunt of fearsome monsters: civilisation bears witness to them all. The Guardian
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Some not so “Geographical” News
Maphead: Charting the Wide, Weird World of Geography Wonks

Ken Jennings gives equal time to the downtrodden underclass of map nerds. Now that technology and
geographic illiteracy are increasingly insulating us from the lay of the land around us, we are going to
be needing these people more than ever. Mapheads are the ones who always know exactly where they
are--and where everything else is as well.
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